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In this paper, controller design is investigated for a single-link ¯ exible smart materials robot which combines the
advantages of both ¯ exible link robots and piezoelectric materials. To avoid the drawbacks resulting from model
uncertainties and/or model truncations, model-free controllers (both decentralized and centralized) are proposed for
tip regulation and residual vibration suppression. In contrast to traditional model-based methods, the controllers pre-
sented in the paper are derived from the basic energy± work relationship and can guarantee the asymptotic stability of the
damped truncated system with arbitrarily any ® nite number of ¯ exible modes. Furthermore, the controllers are easily
implementable because all the signals can be chosen to be readily measurable. Simulations are carried out to show the
e� ectiveness of the approach presented.

1. Introduction

In order to overcome the drawbacks related to rigid
robots, such as heavy weight, low operational speed and
large energy consumption, controller design for ¯ exible
robots has been intensively studied. The undesired resi-
dual vibrations of ¯ exible robots are di� cult to control
with high precision. For a traditional ¯ exible robot,
there is only one motor for each link acting as an
actuator. However, the ¯ exible link robot is governed
by a set of partial di� erential equations (PDEs), which
means that the system is of in® nite dimensionality.
Consequently, complicated control techniques have to
be used for better control precision (Siciliano and
Book 1988, Lanari and Wen 1992, Shifman 1993,
Aoustin et al. 1994, Ge et al. 1996, Zhu et al. 1997, Ge
et al. 1998c) . Singular perturbation techniques were
applied to the control of ¯ exible robots in Siciliano
and Book (1988) . In Lanari and Wen (1992) , a family
of asymptotically stabilizing control laws was intro-
duced for a class of non-linear Hamilton systems and
applied to ¯ exible robots. Comparison studies between
linear PD control, LQR control, feedback linearization
control, singular perturbation method and sliding mode
control were investigated in Aoustin et al. (1994) with
respect to a single-link ¯ exible robotic arm. Non-model-
based controllers were investigated to avoid the draw-
backs of truncated-model-based controller design (Ge et
al. 1996, 1998c) . A backstepping approach was applied
to a simple lumped model for the ¯ exible robot in Zhu et
al. (1997) . Tracking control of an Euler± Bernoulli beam
was discussed in Shifman (1993) under the assumption
that there is no tip payload and no motor hub inertia.
As there are an in® nite number of degrees of freedom to
be controlled, yet only a ® nite number of actuators are

available for control action, there is a limit to further
improvment of control performance for conventional
¯ exible link robots.

Since piezoelectric materials can be bonded or
embedded along a beam and achieve the transformation
between mechanical deformation and electrical ® eld,
they are ready to serve as actuators and sensors.
Hence, an alternative approach to the control of ¯ exible
robots is the use of s̀mart materials’ , i.e. materials
embedded or bonded with a network of distributed
actuators, sensors and processors. While such a robot
retains all the advantages of a conventional ¯ exible link
robot, such as light weight and high operational speed, it
has additional sensing and control capabilities. With
the application of smart materials, better control per-
formance for ¯ exible robots is expected to be easily
obtainable.

Much theoretical and experimental work has been
carried out on both modelling and controller design of
smart materials beams (Baily and Hubbard 1985,
Crawley and Luis 1987, Varadan et al. 1990, Cundari
and Abedian 1991, Yang and Lee 1994, Won 1995,
Vukovich and Youse® -Koma 1996) . Surface-bonded
and embedded piezoelectric actuators were modelled
and analysed in Crawley and Luis (1987) . An electro-
mechanically coupled model of piezoelectric materials
was given in Won (1995) . In Bail and Hubbard (1985) ,
by incorporating the piezoelectric moment in the static
case, a model was derived on the basis of conventional
Bernoulli± Euler beam theory and dynamic force bal-
ance, and a velocity feedback controller was investi-
gated. Interactions between the host structures and the
piezoelectric actuators were investigated experimentally
by Yang and Lee (1994) . From the viewpoint of virtual
work, based on the model derived in Baily and Hubbard
(1985) , a series solution was obtained in Cundari and
Abedian (1991). In Varadan et al. (1990) , a cantilever
beam with two segmented smart materials patches
bonded on both sides near the ® xed end was ® rstly
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modelled as a pure beam with its natural frequencies
modi® ed by experimental data, then constant gain, vari-
able gain, bang-bang controllers were investigated
experimentally on the basis of this model. In Vukovich
and Youse® -Koma (1996) , a truncated wave model was
developed and a wave-absorbing controller constructed,
which is optimal in the sense of minimum output/input
energy ratio. All these controllers were designed on the
assumption that the system was exactly modelled.
However, this assumption is too ideal to be true in prac-
tice. At the same time, there are unavoidable spillovers
in the truncated models because a smart materials beam
is described by PDEs, which means that the system is
actually in® nite dimensional.

In this paper, a single-link ¯ exible robot with a ® nite
number of segmented piezoelectric patches bonded
along the link is discussed. For brevity, it is called a
smart materials robot in this paper. This system is simi-
lar to that in Varadan et al. (1990) except that the base
of the manipulator is attached to a motor rather than
® xed. Motivated by the ideas for ¯ exible robots in Ge
et al. (1996, 1998c) , two classes of model-free controllers
are developed for smart materials robots based on the
basic energy± work relationship, which essentially avoid
the drawbacks associated with model truncations. Both
decentralized and centralized model-free controllers are
developed for di� erent control system con® gurations,
and asymptotic stabilities are guaranteed for the
damped truncated system of any arbitrary ® nite number
of ¯ exible modes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Smart
materials robots are described in } 2. Model-free control-
lers (both decentralized and centralized) are developed

and stability proofs of the closed-loop systems are given
in } 3. Numerical simulations are carried out in } 4 to
verify the e� ectiveness of the controllers. Finally, a
conclusion is given in } 5.

2. Smart materials robots

We shall consider a smart materials robot with one
end of the link rigidly attached to the rotor of a motor
and segmented piezoelectric materials covering both
sides of the ¯ exible beam as shown in ® gure 1. The
system can be either deployed in space or con® gured
in the horizontal plane. In both cases, the e� ects of
gravity are neglected. As shown in ® gure 1, there are
n pairs of piezoelectric sensors and actuators collocated
at n points along the beam. In ® gure 1, ³d is the desired
joint angular position, vi is the voltage applied to the ith
piezoelectric actuator, ½ is the torque applied to the hub,
³ is the joint angular position, and _³ is the joint angular
velocity. Because

„ t
0 Ii dt de® nes the electrical charge

induced by the ith piezoelectric sensor, which is propor-
tional to the strain, Ii gives the electrical current induced
by the ith piezoelectric sensor and is proportional to the
change of strain (Won 1995) . To facilitate further dis-
cussion, de® ne the following vectors

I ˆ ‰ I1 I2 . . . In ŠT 2 Rn

v ˆ ‰ v1 v2 . . . vn ŠT 2 Rn

For the system under study, there are two kinds of inde-
pendent controls: the torque control and the voltage
controls. The motor is used primarily to move the
smart materials robot about the base, and piezoelectric
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Figure 1. Smart materials robot system.



patches are used to suppress the residual vibration of the
robot.

For the system described above, the total work done
by external inputs W ˆ „ t

0 ½…t† _³…t† dt ‡
„ t
0 vTI dt, which

consists of that done by the torque applied to the hub
and that contributed by the voltages applied to the
piezoelectric actuators. From the energy± work relation-
ship, i.e. that the increment of the system energy is equal
to the work done by external inputs, we have the follow-
ing equation (Hammond 1981)

‰Ek…t† ‡ Ep…t†Š ¡ ‰Ek…0† ‡ Ep…0†Š

ˆ
…t

0

_³…t†½…t† dt ‡
…t

0
ITv dt …1†

where Ek…t† and Ep…t† are the total kinetic energy and
total potential energy of the system at time t, Ek…0† and
Ep…0† are constants representing the kinetic and poten-
tial energies at time 0. Therefore, by taking time deriva-
tives of both sides of equation (1), we arrive at

_Ek…t† ‡ _Ep…t† ˆ _³…t†½…t† ‡ ITv …2†

which will be used for the controller design in the
following section.

3. Model-free controller design

In this section, two classes of model-free controllers
are presented by further extending the results in Ge et al.
(1996, 1998c) . The control objective here is to rotate the
robot to a desired angular position and simultaneously
suppress the residual vibrations e� ectively. Although the
traditional joint PD controller can stabilize ¯ exible
robots, the system performance is not very satisfactory
because there is no explicit e� ort introduced to suppress
the residual vibrations. The energy-based robust con-
trollers (EBRCs) presented in Ge et al. (1996) can
achieve the task of regulating the tip with very small
residual vibrations, but the resulting performance is
very limited because there is only one actuator for
each link. In this paper, the ideas of EBRC for ¯ exible
robots are extended to smart materials robots for better
performance by fully exploiting the fact that more con-
trol signals are available.

3.1. Decentralized model-free controller

In certain cases, decentralized controllers are very
desirable because of (i) the technical di� culties in imple-
menting communications between controllers located at
di� erent places ; and (ii) the inherent robustness of a
decentralized control system.

Consider the following decentralized model-free con-
troller (DMFC)

u ˆ ½

v
ˆ

¡kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³dŠ ¡ kv³
_³…t†

¡Kps

… t

0
I dt ¡ KvsI

2

64

3

75 …3†

where Kps ˆ diag ‰kpsi
Š 2 Rn£n, Kvs ˆ diag ‰kvsi

Š 2 Rn£n ,
and kp³ , kv³ , kvsi

> 0, kpsi
¶ 0.

It is clear that controller (3) is decentralized in the
sense that only local signals are used in constructing the
local feedback control. The decentralized nature of the
control scheme is also in line with the original objectives
of smart materials that sensing and control are done
locally for di� erent physical properties. The stability
of the system is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: DMFC (3) can stabilize the smart
materials robot system.

Proof: Consider the following Lyapunov function
candidate

V 1…t† ˆ Ek…t† ‡ Ep…t† ‡ 1
2 kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³dŠ2

‡ 1
2

…t

0
I dt… †T

Kps

…t

0
I dt… † …4†

It is a Lyapunov function candidate because the energy
of system Ek…t† ‡ Ep…t† ¶ 0.

By virtue of equation (2) , the time derivative of V 1 is
given by

_V 1…t† ˆ _³…t†½…t† ‡ ITv

‡ kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³d Š _³…t† ‡ ITKps

…t

0
I dt… † …5†

Substituting the control input (3) into equation (5) , we
have

_V 1…t† ˆ ¡kv³
_³…t†2 ¡ ITKvsI µ 0 …6†

Therefore, the closed-loop system is stable in the sense
of Lyapunov. &

Remarks:

(1) Although the control scheme is decentralized in
nature, it has been shown that it can guarantee
the stability of the whole system. In addition, the
controller can be easily implemented because of
its simplicity.

(2) The decentralized controller is very convenient
for the control of a large scale space structure,
where communications between di� erent parts
of the structure are neither easy to implement
nor cost e� ective, which prevents the actual
implementation of a centralized controller.

(3) The decentralized controller is fault tolerant and
robust to sensor/actuator failures. For example,
if some of the sensors and actuators become
faulty, the corresponding local control loops
are broken with no input to the system. Further-
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more, the overall closed-loop stability is not
a� ected, as can easily be seen from the proof of
the theorem.

3.2. Centralized model-free controller

In order to further improve the control performance
and consider those situations in which centralized con-
trollers can be implemented, we shall study the centra-
lized model-free controller (CMFC) design which fully
utilizes the potential of the extra sensing and control
capabilities of smart materials robots.

Consider the following CMFC

u ˆ
½

v

" #
ˆ

¡kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³dŠ ¡ kv³
_³…t† ¡ ½c

¡Kps

…t

0
I dt ¡ KvsI ¡ vc

2

64

3

75 …7†

where ½c ˆ Piˆn0
iˆ1 ki³ f i³…t†

„ t
0

_³…s†f i³…s† ds, and vc is a
column vector de® ned as

vc ˆ

Xjˆn1

jˆ1

k1j f1j…t†
…t

0
I1…s†f1j…s† ds

Xjˆn2

jˆ1

k2j f2j…t†
…t

0
I2…s†f2j…s† ds

..

.

Xjˆnn

jˆ1

knj fnj…t†
…t

0
In…s†fnj…s† ds

2

66666666666666664

3

77777777777777775

2 Rn

f i³ , f ij are any time integrable signals, Kps ˆ diag ‰kpsi
Š 2

Rn£n , Kvs ˆ diag ‰kvsi
Š 2 Rn£n, kp³ , kv³, kvsi

> 0, kpsi
¶ 0,

and ki³ , kij ¶ 0.
In comparison with the decentralized controller (3) ,

it is the presence of ½c and vc that makes (7) a centralized
controller, since f i³ and f ij can be signals from other
locations on the link. The closed-loop stability of the
system is given below.

Theorem 2: CMFC …7† can stabilize the smart
materials robot system.

Proof: Consider the following Lyapunov function
candidate

V …t† ˆ V 1…t† ‡ 1
2

Xiˆn0

iˆ1

ki³

…t

0

_³…s†f i³…s† ds
2

‡
1
2

Xiˆn

iˆ1

Xjˆni

jˆ1

kij

…t

0
Ii…s†f ij…s† ds

2

…8†

where V 1…t† is de® ned in equation (4).

Taking the time derivative of V and applying
equation (2) , we arrive at

_V …t† ˆ ½…t† _³…t† ‡
Xiˆn

iˆ1

vi…t†Ii…t†

‡ kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³d Š _³…t† ‡
Xiˆn

iˆ1

Kpsi

…t

0
Ii…s† dsIi…t†

‡
Xiˆn0

iˆ1

ki³
_³…t†f i³…t†

…t

0

_³…s†f i³…s† ds

‡
Xiˆn

iˆ1

Xjˆni

jˆ1

kijIi…t†f ij…t†
…t

0
Ii…s†f ij…s† ds …9†

Substituting (7) into (9) yields

_V …t† ˆ ¡kv³
_³…t†2 ¡

Xiˆn

iˆ1

Kvsi
I2
i …t† µ 0 …10†

which means that the closed-loop system is stable in the
Lyapunov sense. &

Remarks:

(1) Theoretically, item KvsI in controllers (3) and (7)
can be replaced by Kvsp…I†, where p…I† is a col-
umn vector with its ith element being the func-
tion of Ii . It is found that as long as pi…Ii†Ii ¶ 0,
i ˆ 1; . . . ;n, the stability of the closed loop can
be guaranteed. Some examples of pi…Ii† are listed
as follows

pi…Ii† ˆ
Ii

sgn …Ii†

I3
i

8
>><

>>:

In the implementation of the controller, accord-
ing to di� erent system constructions, pi…Ii† can
be selected accordingly.

(2) All the control parameters in controllers (3) and
(7) are independent of the system parameters,
and thus both controllers are robust to system
parameter uncertainties. In fact, the closed-loop
systems are stable as long as kp³ > 0, kv³ > 0,
ki³ ¶ 0, kpsi

¶ 0, kvsi
> 0, k ij ¶ 0. Since both

the closed-loop stability proofs are independent
of the dynamics of the system, drawbacks or
problems associated with truncated-model-
based approaches are essentially avoided.

(3) For DMFC (3), with the aid of local voltage
control, the vibration of the ¯ exible link can be
controlled directly and the control performance
can be improved. In an attempt to include
explicit evaluation of vibration into the control-
ler, non-linear terms ½c and vc are introduced
into CMFC (7). At this point, we would like to
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improve the control performance without desta-
bilizing the system. Theoretically, the stability of
the system will not be a� ected by any time-
integrable functions f i³ , f ij , but it is preferable
to select f i³, f ij to be associated with the vibration
of the ¯ exible link. Depending on the actual
instrumentation, fi³…t†, f ij…t† can be chosen as
any variable or any combination of variables
related to the vibration of the ¯ exible link at
any place along the beam. The model-free con-
trollers (3) and (7) constructed here can be easily
implemented because ³…t†, _³…t† and Ii…t† are
easily obtainable, while fi³ and f ij can be chosen
as any other measurable signals according to dif-
ferent system con® gurations.

(4) In both Theorems 1 and 2, only closed-loop
stability is claimed. It is not easy to prove the
asymptotic stability of the system because of the
in® nite dimensionality of the system. Asymptotic
tracking control of an Euler± Bernoulli beam has
been achieved in Shifman (1993) under the
unrealistic assumption of zero hub inertia. In
the following, before giving a rigorous proof
based on a truncated model, we shall show that
in practice the smart materials robot can only
possibly stop at ³ ˆ ³d without vibrating, assum-
ing that the link stops at the position ³ ˆ ³1
(hence _³ ˆ 0) with ³1 6ˆ ³d. Due to the existence
in practice of internal structural damping in the
smart materials robot (structural damping is
neglected in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2) ,
the link must tend to stop vibrating and ® nally
be static at the undeformed position. Recalling
that Ii is proportional to the change of strain, we
have I ˆ 0. Hence there is no energy input to the
system since _³½ ‡ ITv ˆ 0 and the robot under
study is in the horizontal plane. Furthermore,„ t
0 Ii dt is proportional to the strain,

„ t
0 I dt ˆ 0

when the link is undeformed, as signals f i³ ; f ij
are chosen to be zero when the link is at rest
because these functions are associated with the
vibrations of the link. Consequently, except that
the ® rst term in ½ is not equal to zero, other
terms in ½ are equal to zero and v ˆ 0. Therefore,
½ is a non-zero constant and thus ³ ˆ ³1 cannot
hold. The only possibility is that ³ ˆ ³d , which
implies that tip regulation can be achieved in
practice.

Theorem 3: Controller …3† can guarantee the asymp-
totic stability of a damped truncated system where the
¯ exible de¯ ection is described by arbitrarily any ® nite
number of ¯ exible modes. Furthermore, controller …7†
can also guarantee the asymptotic stability of the same
truncated system if f i³ , f ij are selected as functions that

are equal to zero when the ¯ exible smart materials robot
is undeformed.

The proof is very much the same as in Ge et al. (1998b) .
It is given here for completeness and easy reference.

Proof: Using the same Lyapunov functions (4) and
(8), we consider the motion of the system in the largest
invariant set in the set _V 1 ˆ 0 ( _V ˆ 0). In both cases,
we have _³ ² 0 and I ² 0. Subsequently, �³ ˆ 0,
½ ˆ ¡kp³…³ ¡ ³d†. Furthermore, according to Remark
(4), v ˆ 0.

With the aid of the notable Hamilton’ s principle,
considering the motion of system in _V 1 ˆ 0 ( _V ˆ 0) ,
we have the following PDEs and boundary conditions
(BCs) of the system (Ge et al. 1998b)

ce
@w2…0 ;t†

@x2 ¡ kp³…³ ¡ ³d† ˆ 0 …11†

«L �w…x ;t†Š ˆ ¡ce
@4w…x ;t†

@x4 …12†

w…0 ;t† ˆ 0;
@w…0 ;t†

@x
ˆ 0 ;

@2w…0 ;t†
@x2

ˆ 0 …13†

ce
@3w…L ;t†

@x3
ˆ m3 �w…L ;t† …14†

where w…x ;t† is the de¯ ection of the link, ce is the elec-
tromechanical sti� ness per length of the smart materials
beam, and m3 is the mass of the tip payload.

Using the method of separating variables
(Meirovitch 1986) , the solution to (12) is assumed to
be of the form w…x; t† ˆ Y …x†Q…t†, and equation (12)
becomes

Y …x†
Y …x† ¢ ce

«L
ˆ ¡

�Q…t†
Q…t† …15†

where primes denote the derivatives of x and dots
denote the derivatives of t. It is clear that the left hand
side of equation (15) is a pure function of x whereas the
right-hand side depends on t only. Therefore, both sides
of (15) should be equal to a constant. If k is used to
denote the constant, the PDE (15) can be reduced into
two ordinary di� erential equations (ODEs), namely

�Q…t† ˆ ¡kQ…t† …16†

and

Y …x† ˆ «L

ce
k Y …x† …17†

The BCs become
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Y …0† ˆ 0

Y 0…0† ˆ 0

Y 00…L † ˆ 0

Y …L † ˆ ¡ m3

ce
k Y …L †

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

…18†

We will consider equation (17) and conditions (18) with
regard to di� erent values of the constant k.

It can be proved that when k < 0 or k ˆ 0, the sol-
ution to equation (17) is trivial. Then we just need to
consider the case for k > 0.

Letting k > 0, (17) can be rewritten as

Y …x† ˆ ¸

L

4
Y …x† …19†

with
¸

L

4
ˆ k

«L

ce
…20†

The general solution to (19) is of the form

Y …x† ˆ C1 cos
¸x
L

‡ C2 cosh
¸x
L

‡ C3 sin
¸x
L

‡ C4 sinh
¸x
L

…21†
From BCs (18) , a set of equations is obtained

C1 ‡ C2 ˆ 0
C3 ‡ C4 ˆ 0

¡C1 cos ¸ ‡ C2 cosh ¸ ¡ C3 sin ¸ ¡ C4 sinh ¸ ˆ 0

C1 sin ¸ ‡ m3¸

«L L
cos ¸… †‡ C2 sinh ¸ ‡ m3¸

«L L
cosh ¸… †cosh ¸

‡ C3
m3¸

«L L
sin ¸ ¡ cos¸… †‡ C4 cosh ¸ ‡ m3¸

«L L
sinh ¸… † ˆ 0

9
>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>;

…22†

To obtain non-trivial solutions, the determinant of the
coe� cient matrix of equations (22) must be zero, i.e.

1 ‡ cosh ¸ cos ¸ ‡
m3¸

«L L
…sinh ¸ cos ¸ ¡ cosh ¸ sin ¸† ˆ 0

…23†

which may be satis® ed by an in® nite number of ¸. Note
that only positive ¸ are used.

Considering the ® rst three equations in (22) , the gen-
eral solution of (21) is

Y …x† ˆ C2 cosh
¸x
L

¡ cos
¸x
L

¡ ® sinh
¸x
L

¡ sin
¸x
L

h i

…24†
where

® ˆ cosh ¸ ‡ cos ¸

sinh ¸ ‡ sin ¸
…25†

Letting 0 < ¸1 < ¸2 < ¢ ¢ ¢ < 1 be an in® nite number of
positive solutions to equation (23) , an in® nite number of
solutions to the boundary value problem can be given by

Ái…x† ˆ Ai cosh
¸ix
L

¡ cos
¸ix
L

¡ ® i sinh
¸ix
L

¡ sin
¸ix
L

h i

ˆ Ai
-

Ái…x†; i ˆ 1 ;2 ; . . . …26†

where ® i is calculated by equation (25) with correspond-
ing ¸i , and constants Ai are to be determined later.

Letting k ˆ !2, with ! being a non-zero number,
equation (16) can be rewritten as

�Q…t† ‡ !2Q…t† ˆ 0 …27†

which indicates that Q…t† is harmonic with frequency !.
Corresponding to the in® nite number of ¸i , an in® nite
number of natural frequencies

!i ˆ ¸2
i

L 2

�����
ce

«L

s

…28†

exist. Subsequently, an in® nite number of solutions to
equation (27) can be obtained

qi…t† ˆ Bi cos !it ‡ Ci sin !it …29†

where Bi and Ci are constants that will be determined
later from the initial conditions. Note that equation (12)
is linear and homogeneous ; from the superposition or
linearity principle (Meirovitch 1986) , a solution w…x ;t†
can be given as

w…x ;t† ˆ
X1

iˆ1

Ái…x†qi…t† …30†

The remaining problem is to determine Ai , Bi and Ci .
We introduce the following orthogonal conditions

«L

…L

0
ÁiÁj dx ‡ m3Ái…L †Áj…L † ˆ 0 i 6ˆ j

«L i ˆ j
…31†

ce

…L

0
Á 00

i Á 00
j dx ˆ 0 i 6ˆ j

!2
i «L i ˆ j

…32†

Let w0…x ;t0† and _w0…x ;t0† denote the ìnitial’ de¯ ection
and velocity pro® les of the ¯ exible link. We have

w0…x ;t0† ˆ
Xiˆ1

iˆ0

Ái…x†…Bi cos !it0 ‡ D i sin !it0† …33†

_w0…x ;t0† ˆ
Xiˆ1

iˆ0

Ái…x†…¡Bi sin !it0 ‡ D i cos !it0†!i …34†

Note that the ìnitial’ moment t0 should denote the
moment when the system motion enters the invariant
set, rather than the initial operating moment, since we
are considering the motion of the system in the largest
invariant set in the set _V ˆ 0.

De® ne

²i1 ˆ
…L

0
w0…x ; t0†Ái…x† dx ‡ m3

«L
w0…L ;t0†Ái…L † …35†

²i2 ˆ 1
!i

…L

0
_w0…x ;t0†Ái…x† dx ‡ m3

«L
w _w0…L ;t0†Ái…L † …36†

From the expansion theorem (Meirovitch 1986) , it can
be seen that the in® nite summation in equation (30) is
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absolutely and uniformly convergent . It implies that if
equations (33) and (34) are substituted into ²i1 and ²i2 ,
the corresponding integrals can be calculated by terms,
i.e.

²i1 ˆ
Xjˆ1

jˆ0

…Bj cos !jt0 ‡ D j sin !jt0†

£
…L

0
Áj…x†Ái…x† dx ‡ m3

«L
Áj…L †Ái…L † …37†

²i2 ˆ
Xjˆ1

jˆ0

!j

!i
…¡Bj sin !jt0 ‡ D j cos !jt0†

£
…L

0
Áj…x†Ái…x† dx ‡ m3

«L
Áj…L †Ái…L † …38†

Invoking the orthogonal condition (31) , we arrive at

²i1 ˆ Bi cos !it0 ‡ D i sin !it0

²i2 ˆ ¡Bi sin !it0 ‡ D i cos !it0

Then Bi and D i can be determined by

Bi ˆ ²i1 cos !it0 ¡ ²i2 sin !it0

D i ˆ ²i1 sin !it0 ‡ ²i2 cos !it0

Furthermore, by using orthogonal conditions (31) and
(32) , it is found that (Ge et al. 1998b)

Ai ˆ 1
…L

0

-
Ái

2…x† dx ‡ m3

«L

-
Ái

2…L †

2

64

3

75

1=2

…39†

From modal analysis, those modes with comparatively
low frequencies are dominant ; we have the following
reasonable approximation

w…x ;t† ˆ
XiˆN

iˆ1

Ái…x†qi…t† …40†

where N is the number of ¯ exible modes used to approx-
imate the de¯ ection. Substituting (40) into (11) yields

XiˆN

iˆ0

aiqi…t† ˆ 0 …41†

where

a0 ˆ 1;q0 ˆ kp³…³ ¡ ³d†;ai ˆ ceÁ
00…0† ˆ 2

Ai¸
2
i

L 2
6ˆ 0

For the summation in (41) , it is easy to ® nd the follow-
ing inner product

hqi ;qji :ˆ lim
T !1

…T

0
qi…t†qj…t† dt

ˆ 0 ; i 6ˆ j
6ˆ 0 ; i ˆ j

…42†

Applying this inner product to the summation (41) leads
to the fact that each qi …i ˆ 0 ;1 ; . . . ;N† must be zero,
and subsequently ³ ˆ ³d and w…x ;t† ˆ 0. It implies that
the truncated system is at the largest invariant set in the
set _V 1 ˆ 0 ( _V ˆ 0).

Invoking LaSalle’ s theorem, the joint angle ³ and the
N ¯ exible modes of the truncated system are asympto-
tically stable with respect to the ® nal position. &

4. Numerical simulation

In this section, we shall investigate the performance
of both DMFC and CMFC presented in this paper in
comparison with the traditional joint PD controller and
the EBRC in Ge et al. (1996) . The system parameters are
given in table 1. The system is simulated by an assumed
modes method (AMM) model in which the ® rst four
modes’ shape functions are considered. A fourth-order
Runge± Kutta program with adaptive-step-size is used to
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Parameter Symbol (unit) Value

pure beam thickness a (m) 0.008
piezoelectric actuator thickness c1 (m) 0.0008
piezoelectric sensor thickness c2 (m) 0.0004
width of the beam b (m) 0.01
length of the piezoelectric material l (m) 0.01
length of the beam L (m) 1
density of the pure beam «1 (kg/m3) 500
density of the piezoelectric material «2 (kg/m3) 100
moment of inertia of the hub Ih (kg/m2) 3.0
tip payload m3 (kg) 0.001
sti� ness of the beam cm

11 (N/m2) 6 £ 108

sti� ness of the piezoelectric material cs
11 (N/m2) 8 £ 106

permeability of the piezoelectric material ·33 (H/m) 1:2 £ 10¡6

coupling parameter h12 (v/m) 5 £ 1011

impermittivity  22 (m/F) 4 £ 1014

Table 1. System parameters.



solve the ODEs numerically (Ge et al. 1998a) . The sam-
pling interval is set to be 0:005 s. For simplicity, only one
pair of piezoelectric actuator and sensor is used in the
simulation because it is enough to show the e� ectiveness
of the model-free controllers. The pair of piezoelectric
patches is located at x ˆ 0:1L of the beam, L being
the full length of the link. The initial and ® nal desired
positions of the smart materials robot are ³…0† ˆ 08 and
³d ˆ 608. The robot is assumed to be initially at rest
without any deformation.

In order to compare the model-free controllers with
the traditional joint PD controller, we shall ® rstly con-
sider the closed-loop performance under the pure joint
PD controller

½…t† ˆ ¡kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³dŠ ¡ kv³
_³ …43†

while the voltage control is set to zero, which means that
no explicit e� orts are made on the residual vibration
suppression. However, di� erent kp³ and kv³ will lead to
di� erent system performance. By taking the smart
materials robot as a rigid one, kp³ and kv³ are selected
to make the closed loop critically damped. The corre-
sponding rigid motion error equation of the smart
materials robot is

me �e…t† ‡ kv³ _e…t† ‡ kp³e…t† ˆ 0 …44†

where e…t† ˆ ³…t† ¡ ³d , _e…t† ˆ _³…t† and �e…t† ˆ �³…t† since
³d is constant, the equivalent inertia of the joint

me ˆ Ih ‡ 1
3 ab«1L 2 ‡

…0:1L ‡l

0:1L
…c1 ‡ c2†b«2x2 dx ‡ m3L 2

ˆ 3:0143 kg m2 …45†

where 1
3 ab«1L

2,
„ 0:1L ‡l
0:1L …c1 ‡ c2†b«2x2 dx and m3L 2 are

respectively the moments of inertia of the robot, the
piezoelectric patches and the tip payload with respect
to the base, and parameters Ih , a, b, c1 , c2 , «1 , «2 , m3 ,
L , l are de® ned in table 1.

To avoid possible overshoot of the angular position,
assume that the equivalent system is lightly overdamped
with a damping factor of ¹ ˆ 1:0195. The resulting kv³

and kp³ are as follows

kv³ ˆ 2me¹!

kp³ ˆ me!
2

)
…46†

where ! is the natural frequency of the 2nd-order system
(44) . Letting ! ˆ 2:5487, we have kp³ ˆ 19:5813 and
kv³ ˆ 15:6650, which are used for the pure joint PD
controller and the controllers listed below.

The energy-based robust controller in Ge et al.
(1996) is given by

EBRC:

½…t† ˆ ¡kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³dŠ ¡ kv³
_³ ¡ k1³w…L ;t†

£
…t

0

_³…¹†w…L ;¹† d¹ …47†

where w…L ;t† is the tip de¯ ection of the robot.
The decentralized and centralized model-free con-

trollers to be compared with are given by
DMFC:

u ˆ ½

v1

ˆ ¡kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³dŠ ¡ kv³
_³…t†

¡kvs1
I1…t†

" #

…48†
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Figure 2. Tip de¯ ections of EBRC with di� erent k1³s.



CMFC:

u ˆ
½

v1

" #

ˆ
¡kp³‰³…t† ¡ ³dŠ ¡ kv³

_³…t† ¡ k1³w…L ;t†
…t

0

_³…¹†w…L ; ¹† d¹

¡kvs1
I1…t†

2

64

3

75

…49†

4.1. PD control versus EBRC

Figure 2 shows the tip de¯ ections of PD
control and EBRC with di� erent k1³s. It can be

seen that PD control gives the worst performance
whereas EBRC can suppress the residual vibration
e� ectively as k1³ increases. It can be seen that
when k1³ is small (k1³ ˆ 320) , the residual vibration
cannot be e� ectively suppressed, but it can be
suppressed really quickly when k1³ is large enough,
say k1³ ˆ 32 000. However, in practice, measurement
noise does exist, feedback gain cannot be set
arbitrarily large which actually limits the e� ectiveness
of the EBRC scheme. On the other hand, we will show
that CMFC can achieve comparatively good
performance with lower feedback gain, say k1³ ˆ 320,
in } 4.3.
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Figure 3. Tip de¯ ections: EBRC versus DMFC.

Figure 4. Joint angles: EBRC versus DMFC.



4.2. EBRC versus DMFC

Figure 3 shows the tip de¯ ections of DMFC with
di� erent feedback gains (kvs1 ˆ 6 £ 104, 6 £ 105 and
6 £ 106 ) in comparison with the relatively good EBRC
with gain k1³ ˆ 32 000. It can be seen from ® gure 3 that
when the feedback gain kvs1 is large enough, DMFC is
much more e� ective than EBRC in suppressing residual
vibration. For both DMFC with kvs1 ˆ 6 £ 106 and
EBRC with k1³ ˆ 32 000, although the transient
responses are about the same, there is a big di� erence
at steady state. While there is no residual vibration at

steady state for DMFC, there is residual vibration of
small magnitude for EBRC.

For better understanding, and a clear presentation,
other signals in the closed-loop are compared between
EBRC and DMFC with kvs1 ˆ 6 £ 106 . Figure 4
shows the bounded joint angle responses of the
corresponding EBRC and DMFC. Though not much
conclusion can be made from the joint angle
responses, the torque control of DMFC is much
smoother and of smaller magnitude during the
transient period than that of EBRC, as shown in ® gure 5.
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Figure 5. Variations of torque control: EBRC versus DMFC.

Figure 6. Tip positions: EBRC versus DMFC.



What we care about most is the trajectory of the tip.
The tip is required to converge fast with as small
residual vibration or overshoot as possible to improve
positioning accuracy. Under the assumption of small
de¯ ection, the tip position of the robot can be
approximated by

pt ˆ L ³…t† ‡ w…L ; t† …50†

where pt is the tip position, w…L ;t† is the tip de¯ ection of
the smart materials robot and the angular position is
represented in radians instead of degrees. The tip
positions under di� erent controllers are depicted in

® gure 6. It can be seen that the tip position of the
DMFC can converge faster and smoother than that of
the EBRC. There is hardly any vibration in tip position
for the DMFC. This is very desirable in trajectory
control.

For completeness, the voltage acting on the piezo-
electric actuator in DMFC is shown in ® gure 7. It can be
seen that the voltage control signal is also bounded.

4.3. DMFC versus CMFC

Figure 8 shows the tip de¯ ections of DMFC and
CMFC with di� erent voltage feedback gains
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Figure 7. Voltage input of DMFC.

Figure 8. Tip de¯ ections: DMFC versus CMFC.



kvs1 ˆ 6 £ 105 and 6 £ 106 . It can be seen that the per-
formance of CMFC is better than that of DMFC in
suppressing residual vibration for the same feedback
gain.

For completeness and clarity in presentation, other
signals in the closed loop for DMFC and the CMFC
with kvs1 ˆ 6 £ 106 are included. Figures 9 and 10 show
the joint angle responses and tip positions respectively,
while ® gures 11 and 12 give the torque control and
voltage control respectively. It can be seen that all the
closed-loop signals are bounded.

If more precise control performance is required,
more pairs of piezoelectric actuators and sensors
can be bonded and appropriate f i³s and f ijs can be
chosen to improve the performance. DMFC and
CMFC can be applied according to di� erent system
con® gurations. When properly constructed, both of
them can achieve good control performance. Through
the simulation study, it can be seen that both DMFC
and CMFC are very e� ective in controlling residual
vibration despite their low authority in control
action.
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Figure 9. Joint angle variations: DMFC versus CMFC.

Figure 10. Tip positions: DMFC versus CMFC.



5. Conclusion

In this paper, two kinds of model-free controllers
have been investigated on the basis of the basic
energy± work relationship without the need to know
the dynamics of the system. Both of them can
stabilize the closed-loop system, and asymptotic
stability can be guaranteed for the damped system
with arbitrarily any ® nite number of ¯ exible modes.
The controllers can be easily implemented because the
signals used in the feedback control can be measured
directly or be chosen as measurable ones. It has been

veri® ed that the controllers can suppress the residual
vibrations of the robot more e� ectively than the
traditional joint PD controller and EBRCs through
numerical simulation.
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